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Introduction

• Pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC) 

- Is one of the most aggressive cancers with a high 

metastatic potential and poorly available therapies

- Since most patients have already progressed to late stages at 

the time of diagnosis, a curative intent surgery is only possible 

in a minority of patients, followed by adjuvant chemotherapeutic 

treatment

- Unfortunately, chemotherapeutic responses are observed in 

only one third of patients and reliable biomarkers for response 

prediction are still missing



Introduction

• Liquid biopsy approaches

- Circulating tumor cells (CTCs) and circulating tumor DNA 

(ctDNA) have the potential to be useful future biomarkers in 

PDAC
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Introduction

• Tumor organoids (tumoroids)

- Furthermore, patient-derived three-dimensional (3D) tumoroids 

– as novel in-vitro technology - recapitulate the patient’s tumor 

and allow for pre-therapeutic drug-response profiling 

→ The liquid biopsy and tumoroid technologies can therefore aid 

in individualizing PDAC therapy



Methods

• Sample collection

- Between October 2019 and September 2021, n=64 resectable

PDAC patients were included in our liquid biopsy and tumoroid 

study

- Intraoperatively gained tumor tissue was collected for 

tumoroid generation

- Preoperative as well as follow-up (FUP) EDTA blood was 

obtained for plasma KRAS mutation and CTC detection



Methods

• Tumoroid growth & drug-screening

- For the generation of PDAC tumoroids, the tissue was 

mechanically and enzymatically dissociated and tumor 

fragments were plated onto an extracellular matrix 

surrounded by 3D-culture media

- After successful initial tumoroid formation, tumoroids were

propagated and sustained growth in subsequent 

passages allowed for drug-screenings



Methods

• Liquid biopsy: ctDNA and CTC analysis

- For KRAS analysis, plasma was isolated from EDTA blood 

using a double spin protocol

- Subsequently, ctDNA was isolated and tested for the 

patients’ KRAS hotspot mutation using digital droplet PCR 

- EDTA blood was also processed via a microfluidic based CTC 

enrichment approach in combination with immunofluorescence 

staining for DAPI, keratins and CD45 for CTC detection 
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Methods

→ Clinical data on tumor characteristics, treatment response and 

recurrence-free survival (RFS) was then correlated 

~ With tumoroid growth success rates, 

~ KRAS detection, and

~ CTC detection



Results

• Tumoroid growth

- Out of 45 processed tissue samples, initial tumoroid formation 

and growth was seen in 82% (37/45) of prepared cultures, while 

77% (34/44) showed sustained growth in passage two and 53% 

(20/38) in passage three

- Sustained growth in passage three was significantly associated 

with lymph node involvement (N+; p=0.027) and poor 

differentiation (G3; p=0.035) 

- Sustained growth allowed for drug-screenings that showed patient-specific 

responses for FOLFIRINOX, Cisplatin, Gemcitabine, 

Gemcitabine/Paclitaxel and Olaparib



Results

• Liquid biopsy: ctDNA detection

- KRAS was mutated in 80% of analyzed tumor tissues and 

KRAS mutations were detected in 37% of preoperative blood 

samples

- The median mutant allele fraction (MAF) was 0.15% (range 

0.06-22.76%)

- The tumor stage (T) has no significant impact on the detection 

of ctDNA

- FUP results indicated that KRAS detection in preoperative samples was 

significantly associated with a shorter median RFS of resected patients 

(p=0.048) - compared to ctDNA negative patients at surgery



Results

• Liquid biopsy: CTC detection

- CTCs were detectable in 24.4% (mean: 2.8; median: 2; range 

1-6 CTCs/7.5ml EDTA blood) of patients’ preoperative blood 

samples and in 44% (mean: 4.9; median: 2; range 1-32 

CTCs/7.5ml EDTA blood) of patients during FUP. 

- The detection of high CTC counts during FUP was associated with shorter 

RFS of 5 vs. 12 months (median RFS) (≥3 CTCs/7.5ml EDTA blood: 

p=0.085; ≥4CTCs/7.5ml EDTA: p=0.005).



Results

→ The combination of detectable preoperative ctDNA with high 

CTC counts (≥3 CTCs) during FUP was significantly associated 

with shorter RFS (p=0.039) 

→ The combination of preoperative ctDNA detection and tumoroid 

growth showed an even stronger association with shorter RFS 

(ctDNA and initial tumoroid growth: p=0.016; ctDNA and 

sustained growth in passage three: p=0.007)



Conclusion

→The combination of preoperative ctDNA analysis with FUP CTC 

detection as well as tumoroid growth and consecutive drug-

screenings are promising tools for prognosis as well as disease-

monitoring and treatment response prediction in PDAC

→ The combination of these techniques can be a powerful 

translational approach to improve individualized therapy and guide 

decision-making in PDAC via the estimation of prognosis and 

treatment response monitoring



Thank you very much for the attention!


